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About Us
Silver Arch Technical Service is an organization with experts having over 33 years of UAE experience

across various industries. Our professional service team supports you with competent and technically

qualied technicians for your repair works-at home or at your work place. With services ranging across

industries, we desire to be our client's one stop shop service and solutions provider.

Why Choose Us

24x7 Service

Certied/Qualied Technicians

Service Across Industries

Strong Partnership With Local And International Agencies

Tailor Made Solutions To Suit Customer Requirement

One Stop To All Your Industrial Needs

Our professional workmen are experienced in all kind of repair and maintenance works which enables

us to provide tailor made solutions.

Qualied technical Assistance

We provide technical resources to industries ranging from Oil & Gas, Power Plants,

Renery and Petrochemical, Steel industries, Cement Plants, Fabrication Yards, Rig and

Marine Construction, Ship Repair, Ship Building.

Civil Repair and Maintenance

Resources such as Fabricators, Welders, Millwright /Mechanic /mechanical Fitters,

Electrical & Instrumentation technicians, Painters & Blasters, Riggers, Scaffolders,

General Helpers can be supported as per client requirements

OUR SERVICES

Our experienced maintenance team is undertaken to keep, restore or improve every

facility, i.e., every part of a building, its services and surrounds to a currently acceptable

standard and to sustain the utility and value of the facility.



Electrical Fittings & Fixtures Repairing & Maintenance

At SATS, we have a large team of licensed electricians to fully undertake all your

electrical repairs, maintenance and replacement tasks. As an expert electrical

maintenance company, we provide our services in Dubai and the rest of

UAE. No matter where you are or the nature of electrical issues, we can

have it fxed in a faster, safer and inexpensive way. Our electrical services

can be availed for both residential and commercial sectors to ensure

maximum safety at all times. We also offer free inspection before offer.

False Ceiling & Light Partitions Installation

We keep ourselves synced with developments that take place in the industry

from time to time, and we are engrossed in delivering a wide range of false

ceiling contractors for our esteemed customers. We offer an array of contract

services rendered without compromising on the quality.

Painting Contracting

The Sliver Arch technical Services in Dubai offers high-quality, professional interior

home painting services to manage your project in a quick, convenient and

easy way. With us, we make painting chores painless while managing all

logistics of the project to ensure a job well-done. Adding a fresh coat of paint

is all you need to transform your home’s interior into something absolutely

stunning and beautiful. Whether your project needs to be painted from scratch

or a single coat to hide a wear-and-tear, we can dramatically improve your

walls with trendy designs & high-quality paint. applying paint on the interior and

exterior surfaces

Electromechanical Equipment Installation And Maintenance

Devices which carry out electrical operations by using moving parts are known as

electromechanical. Strictly speaking, a manually operated switch is an

electromechanical component, but the term is usually understood to refer to devices

which involve an electrical signal to create mechanical movement, or

mechanical movement to create an electr ic s ignal.  Often involving

electromagnetic principles such as in relays, which allow a voltage or current

to control other, usually isolated circuit voltage or current by mechanically

switching sets of contacts, and solenoids, by which a voltage can actuate a

moving linkage as in solenoid valves.

Floor And Wall Tiling

Tiles are a distinct feature which adds beauty and functionality to any room of

the house or the ofce. Whether reaping the benets of a tile’s durability or

creating a piece of art on the oor and walls, the team SATS covers it all. The

material we choose for your project is as important to us at its beautiful

appearance. We choose from durable porcelain, stunning ceramic, timeless

marble and more to make sure the installation achieves all your design goals.

We not only give you options to choose from classic and neutral to bright hues

but also offer a variety of styles using unique shapes that dene and geometric

interest and takes your tile designing to a whole new level by adding hexagons

penny rounds, arabesques, subways and large-format tiles.



Plumbing & Sanitary Installation

A simple plumbing leak can be damaging to a home and costly to repair. We

are plumbing experts in Dubai to provide you professional services that are

hassle-free and less-expensive with full peace-of-mind. We do more than just

pipe repairs and xing by providing invasive repairs to walls and oors post-

plumbing, xing and installation. Our best plumbers provide complete plumbing

repairs and maintenance services at a reasonable price. We come prepared

with the right tools for prompt and efcient services every time.

Wall Paper Fixing Works

Wallpapers are often used to add life to simple work places or rooms, but the

problem that occurs over time is, the designs become outdated, and the

paper itself can start to show signs of wear and tear. Team SATS is here for the

rescue, whether you want to remove it or paint the room afterward team RTS

is here to make the process nice and easy from start to nish.

Air-Conditioning, Ventilations & Air Filtration Systems
Installation & Maintenance
We provide full AC Service, AC Maintenance , Repair and installation. We can

install a single unit or an entire ofce building, always with speedy, high-quality

service.

Plaster & Cladding Works
Our expert team of plasterers and cladding specialists are able to provide complete

plaster and cladding services including the interiors and exteriors of residential or

commercial buildings. We work according to your precise requirements and needs.

Plaster is used for coating walls and ceilings to provide extra protection and resistance

to these key areas of a home and building. It is also used to add decorative features

and ornamentation to walls and ceilings. Cladding is another important element in the

building trade, as it involves the application of one material over another material.

CONTACT US

+971 50 890 2062

info@silver-arch.com
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